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INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the absorption of radiation at optical wavelengths liQ
a plasma aerosol ([11]-[31). We shall take this to include wavelengths from 3 cm to 0.3 p.
'[he term aerosol refers to a gas-particle mixture such as that found in the atmosphere.
Furthermore, the plasma is assumed to be of the type achieved by laser-induced air
breakdown described in III and 131. A number of conclusions may be reached just by an
examination of the absorption mean free p~ath 1, (the path length necessary for the inten-
sity of the impinging radiation, e.g.. a laser beam, to fall to I le of its value). + More
detailed information, such as the p~otential consequences of the dissipation of absorbed
energy, depends on specifying explicitly the geometry (for both the beam and the
p~lasma), characteristic times, and the mechanism.- of plasma con tain men t,,mai'ntenance.

ABSORPTION BEHAVIOR

Fn r hothI historical and p~racticual rt'aso)is there exists a plet hora of formuiilae for the
:il) ,rpt i nI coefficient p. IFlit vatrioti- derivations niav h e roughl ' classified into three
ctI? 'go 'u' Ii t)-( using t he \'la.sov trIripr eqwi:t tIri I(:issi'al ), those using classical
Ill tiis.st rahIliit]rig c'oupjled %%-it the priniciple of dietailed halancitig (seniiclassical). and
11ltll l tiit't'laii(:l. InI all e'xcept Ite least rig(,ou'-ii derivat ions,. thlese tech niquies resti It
Ii I'jr's~ ni volving uiiipleas~aiit Init egrals, ( unsequient lY. ap~proximfat ions are made

Ii cli result in a large set of formulae. eachi valid uinder particuenlar cond(1it ions apjpropri-
;itt' to ifs derivatloll, The appendix of this re'port colitaits ;ili extensive ,urnrarVy of

thi se %hich are pertinent to the preset s tud%

It cal it setcii frt iii t is'equal tim that lt the leiperaitutre de'peiidence of i iii s (fillt,

'ijple\ 'verthevless.. II n ii-ivtrirg anl pt'rt nm' %%ea.~shl find ourstlves" ahle tot
1 r''riiiiil terlttr'-1:it IIIr 'rit x~hInch 1,, ltixse ,iir oriclusittris We first nole- that

.)''tit f tilit' e\pltorit'il al dependencelt' .'I IIt' tlvct rt)ri partial ptressure o)il temp Ieratutre Iii

- m I, -w .- 22) and (A,-30). tliere' Is a1 stp rIsII ah-"'rpt i(,ri Just priori I() (Oillete sill-

vI'e'r I,)/aJjtJii For atii.~splitrit' lt',,.ire thIiis occurs at about TI 1 .5 e\' or
17.500) 1\ A"It t hat point thlit electn~ r'iiressli rt' is- ahoiit oric-half lie ttt tl p~ressrre.
ijid( 11 1 givenltl (.X ltv with / I It ca;rl be seen fromn that, eqitatitri that jp<

\%ith ;t a I1tirtl Ilicreast' (,f temiiperatuire Th'lis hltis tru ut'tnt :iltaout 25',000 "ll"
\\ir d'tiltlt' oni/it io'll hbegiris It, dtiiiiriite. and( p_. Iegilis tot rise again ( 1 , 1) 213)l

Fti it I ilttitc'' I ons [(Ireqie t lit' enI tre set of' equ at ions (.--21 ), (.V-22). (.A-27), and (A-
21)miti i lt-' dhu~ ii ttonizat iou is close tot comipjlete, at M. nili point A-1)is again a good

.ittIrxitn11atiloll btut with Z 2. As illt' temperature rises. this p~rocedure repeats Itself.
ant i.p~e thrtough at se'ries (of niaxiina and( inina. The' ratios of adjacent maximla to

rituruulla ire 'tidy tn (1 the trulder of two (cf., I ', 1) 2.13) so taiat it is not unreasonable to
fA\.iiuuf ,Ill.\ 'iV 10\1rlxir1ii ii values Mso. as nioted above, temiplerat ures below ionization
Ill it het tlu1iniis'as ;I, 1:viii riiiulu'n :mli',ti'ltiou Finiall ' , at or near breakdown for
air's' I placstiiats thle tempilerature' is Ii the range of I to 2 e\' ( 3 ), p) 966), so that as a

r-~i lo i z 1- 1 ~. 0 (;Fh ., .n x in !' 1- i -10 '
tt 1 O p wo' 11 w h al'- ti' *rt t'wt1lCtlnt



general guide to absorption we may assume that there is complete single ionization; i.e.,
we take T = 17,500 'K and Z = 1.

Let us now compute wp and 9m in order to determine which approximations are

valid. The ion density is given by

n_ - = p _ 1.013 x 106 Patm .10 X 1017 Patm. (1)2kT 2 (1.38 x 10-16) (1.75 x 10')

Then, at 1 atm

WV = (4re2 2.10 x 1017/m)' '2 = 2.58 x 1013 see 1. (2)

This is equivalent to a wavelength of

6.28 (3.0 x 100 - x ]0 3 cm. (3)
2.58 x 1013

Also, from (A-9) we have

r27r e (2.10 x 1017)
L/m = 3 1 (k 1.75 x 104)3/2V\m g sec

(6.0x 1011)g see 1. (1)

Thus, L' >-.V, corresponds to X --- 2rc i', 4- 0.3 cm or freq 100 GlIz.

Note that for wavelengths greater tharn 0.01 cm (i.e.. frequencies below 3000 Gllz)
there is total reflection of impinging radiation. Furthermore, since VM  -' 4we see
that for frequencies much greater than 3000 Gttz conditions (ii) and (iii) of the Appendix
are both satisfied. Finally, down to waveleiigths of about 3.0 x 10 4 cm. condition (i') is
also valid. (More precisely, h,,: kT for , - 8.2 x 10 5 cm 0.82 p. and t. - 1
for X > 8.5 x 10-6 cm = 0.085 i.) In the region from 3 x 10 S (cm to 3 x 10 4 cm we use
the Kramers-Unsold formula (A-30b), which is justilied since h") <-,-, 1. At longer
wavelengths (i) is valid, and we can use the simpler equation (A-19e), which becomes

1 , :3.8 x 10'5 g Pa,n X (5)

To evaluate the Gaunt factor g, we first determine A. From (A-3)

A. - 3 .8 x 103 X (6)



The low-frequency region occurs for X >> 2.6 x 10-4cm, which we arbitrarily set at
X > 3 x 10-3 cm; the remainder of our spectrum, 3 x 10- 3cm to 3 x 10-7 cm, falls in a
region for which we have no simple formula for g (or 0(w) ).

Figure 1 contains a plot of 1,, versus wavelength. In the figure, we have marked the
region where the Kramers-Unsold formula was used, and the factor C0 (w) was simply set
equal to two. This matches the val if e obtained by (5) at X = 10-3 cm, a choice of 0 that
differs slightly from !11, page 242. Observe the leveling of the curve at X equal to
2 x 10-5 cm. At even smaller wavelengths (which happen to be outside our region of con-
cern) it has a sawtooth shape, alternately increasing and decreasing (14], p 274). The
high- and low-frequency regions used to compute g in equation (5) are also noted in the
figure. We have used the table in [4], page 255, to compute g in the high-frequency
region. It is only tabulated clown to _hW/kT = 0.1; i.e., up to X = 8 x 10-4 em.t From
this wavelength up to the low-frequency region, g was set equal to 2.0, the bottom entry
in the table. This procedure seems to have produced a good interpolation between the
two regions, at leastr on the log-log plot. Even though the table and (A-3) include the
frequency dependence of g, the slope of the curve in the figure is essentially a constant
within the range of equation (5). The accuracy is, of course, not very good close to the
Plasma wavelength XP -7 x 10-3 cm.

Finally, if we approximate (5) by setting g = 2.0 (a reasonable value for the optical
region), we obtain the particularly simple formula

8 - 1 [cm, (7)
Pam

which is essentially the same as that in 3'. Note that if the impinging beam is not
parallel (e.g., a focused laser), the beam divergence should be taken into account in com-
puting absorption distance.

CONCLUSION

We have seen that at atmospheric l)ressure, there is significant absorption only at
wavelengths above 3 x 10-4 cm 3 i. (Also, the medium is essentially a total reflector
l'or X . 10- 2 cm 100p.) One obvious way to extend this range is to increase the
I)lasi )ressure. According to 3., for short )eriods of time during breakdown the l)res-
sure at, a breakdown site may be as high as 100 atm. Whether it is feasible to maintain
a Pressure of this magnitude over longer Periods an(l throughout the plasma depends on
the details of the plasma maintenance and containment. (Most treatments of the
maintenance of a laser-induced air i)lasma assume close to atmospheric pressure; c.f., 2,

t Raizer sets g = 2 5 for a CO 2 laser (X _ 10- cre ), and he sets c- 0 7 for a neodymium laser
(X - 10' cm) fie also includes an "edge" factor of 1 2 to 1 5
ft For X smaller than the low-frequency region, that is, for ) from 3 x 10-6 cm to 3 x 104 cm,
h -,'kT ranges frrm 2 7 to 0 027
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Figure a. Plot of absoption mean free path versus the wavelengthk. The

Kramers-Unsold approximation is given by * , equation 5) with the
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was computed from equation (5) with the mid-frequency g (set to 2 0) indicated by the
dashes, and the low-frequency approximation (A 3a) for g shown by the solid line
Total reflection occurs for A below 7 x 10-3 cm.



NOTATION

c = 2.998 1010 cm/sec (speed of light)
e = 4.803 10-10 esu (charge of electron)

g, gA, gB, etc. = Gaunt factor (cf. equation (A-3))
g(m) = statistical weight of ground state of ion of charge m

= 6.626 10-'7/2r erg-sec (Planck's constant/2r)
- 1.055 10- ' 7 erg-sec

= ionization potential of plasma atoms
= Z2IH, where 1H is that of a hydrogen atom

k = 1.380 10- ' joule/ 'K (Boltzmann's constant)
C =absorption mean free path ( = i /pj
m = 9.109 10- 28 grams (electron rest mass)
n- = number density of electrons
nm = number density of ions of charge m

Note that Z = m + 1
n = total number density of ions
n, = number density of ions when ionization is total

(i.e., assuming all ions have the same charge)
Patm = pressure in atmospheres
p = pressure ldynes/cm 2]

= 1,013 106 x Patm
T temperature, 'K
u(m = partition function for mth ion, normalized by the ground state energy
x = p_/p, where p- is electron partial pressure
Z charge of nucleus for hydrogen-like atom
1 1.781 (In(-y) = Euler's constant)
X - wavelength in cm

p, =total absorption coefficient for monochromatic radiation
of frequency w

VM -effective collision frequency (for momentum change)
= - velocity-independent approximation of Urn

w= frequency, radians/sec 27r frequency
Note that w [sec- 1 = 1.518 10, X (t14)ev

W= plasma frequency in radians/sec
- (4ire 2n_/m) 1 / 2

6



APPENDIX: ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FORMULAE 4

FREE-FREE TRANSITIONS

One of the more ulsefull eN>)pressions, froin a viewpoint of generalit), mid ccniptti ii-
ity, fo'r the absorption coefficient of a plasma is ( 4, p) 259-260)

K ( I - ti,, kn1

S j j (n kT )' 2 I i j

:111 g"' is o- called Gamint factu(r giveti by ('.1' p) 255. 6 P) I- I 1, 7 vequaton (5-539flI A 1 k. for T1 q8. X 10')! ticl .,l( I kA 3;,

0(g for T .(8.9 x 10') Z2 and k( 1 (A-31))

7 
4-

lit )~~~ 
b rt~ 1- 1 1 Ihe 

r is t ei. r e u e

(ii) V nw h e re _ ,I I ]I( h t r a j or I O l Ire q u e tie v



(iv) h w << kT.

Note, there is not a simple expression for g which is accurate in the crossover region
Ac 1.

Condition (i) is tantamount to ignoring energy absorbed in photoionization of the
atoms or ions (bound-free transitions). It is intuitively clear that a necessary condition
for this approximation is that the photon energy hw be small in comparison with I, the
ionization potential of the atoms. Furthermore, it can be shown ([4] p 271-272) that,
since under these conditions photons are only absorbed by highly excited atoms, the
ratio of the contribution from bound-free transitions to free-free is el~o/kTI (f4j p 271-
272). Thus, a sufficient condition for (i) is

(i' a) h w, << I (A-4)

(i'b) hiw <<kT (A-5)

Under these circumstances (A-i) reduces to

161r2 ( 27 1/2 e6Z 2n.,'ntt '- 3 Ta ... g'(A-6)
3 3 c(mkT)3"L'" g,

which is equation (6.1) of [1] (often referred to as Kramers formula). On the other hand,
if -ht,; > kT, the semiclassical treatment of free-free transitions and even the (quantum)
approximation (A-3c) lose their validity; moreover, in that case bound-free absorption
dominates ([41 p 272).

Condition (ii) plays two roles in the derivation of (A-2). The first, which is rela-
tively transparent, is that it insures that the index of refraction is close to one (cf. 1 p.
28, [61). The application of this assumption in the derivation is fairly clear. It enters
into the energy balancing computation via the relationship between the energy flux and
energy density ([1] p 28), which assumes that the speed of energy propagation is equal to
the speed of light in a vacuum. (Compare [6], equations (12.17) - (12.18), where c is
replaced by the group velocity and n is not one.) Classically, for -- , P there is total
reflection. Formulae for the absorption coefficient when , is in the neighborhood of _-P
may be found in [81, [9], [1 p 308, and [6] p 66-68. The less obvious role for condition
(ii) relates to Debye shielding. Formulae (5.8) and (5.9) of [4] are obtained by integrating
over the impact parameter b for electron scattering with an upper limit of infinity. tTh is
is equivalent to ignoring the shielding, and it is valid provided w >> W. (see 110]). We
note that 181 includes shielding effects in the transport equation, but only gets simple
expressions for the cases w >_-. W, and L, << v.

t Heuristically, we note that contributions at large b only affect frequencies w < v0/b (where v0 -
initial electron velocity). If we take the cutoff to be the Debye length XD, then the error produced
by extending our integration to values of b larger than XD is negligible at those frequencies satisfy-
Ing w >> VO/XD - (kT/m)//XD = WP

8



Inequality (iii) expresses condlitions under whtichi the correlation of successive colli-
sions of an electron with Ions and its attendant Interference of bremsst rahlung radiation
may be ignored ([] J) 258. The quantity v,,, is thle collision frequenc *y for the niomen-
turn change; i.e., the mean change in momentum per unit time due to collisions is mvm v
([11,6]). In general v/n is a function of speed v (cf., 161 p 51-52); however, for the pur-
poses of (iii) we may use the expression (A-9). When .w is of the order of vm an
appropriate formula is (A-7), which includes the effects of correlated collisions; this
reduces to the simpler expression (A-S) provided tim is essentially a constant over the
range of velocities which are significant in the integral.

(iv) The derivation of (A-3a) and (A-3b) involves two integrations. The expression
for bremsstrahlung is obtained by an integration over the electron's impact parameter
'111, balancing leads to an absorption coefficient whichi Isa function of electron initial
velocity vo, and this exp~ressioni is integratedl over thle Maxwell dist rilbu tion to obtain K,.

The bremsstrahliing formul11a is simnplified via two approximations, one at low frequenicies
(A1 equation (5.9)) and one at hiigh frequencies (A. equiat ion (5..8)). U pon balancing and

inegatonovr o c 6!), thesc w applroximat ions lead to (A-.3a) and to g =1

reslpectivelY. However, the condlit ions of ap~proximationl are velocity dependent, so that
one ni ust show t Iiat thre contribution to the in tegrat ion over va outside the region of
al)Iroximlat ionl is inlsignificant. Ost er 10 does thliis for low% frequencies arid shows that
thle condlit ion for validity is A(. 1 . Ginsberg ( 6 P) 180) seemis to feel that the pro-
ced ure is list ified Ii hot h cases. (Act ually, 4 only treats the h igh-frequency case, which
lemds to the N.'ramiers formutli a (A-2) wit i g -IL) We note thIiat even if we accept the
value g -- I in thle high-frequency, region where A~I (but still requiring -h, < < 1, of
course), there is still a gap) for frequencies where 1. ~ A rough table of Gaunt factors
ap~pears in 'T, p 255. The two other aplproxiniat ions, Involving T, separate the classical
region from thIiat in wh ich a qrian tutm-nmech airical deriy at ion is necessary. Quantum-
i cliai ia effec ts become r import ant whe re thIie (correspond enlce p ri nci ple) qu an tum

irnirImpilact paiattlwttr li rIU~ atpproaches the classical inunimtin imprlact p~arameter

Zf,2 
11%-(2 (CF fq Ini thre qiai innelau lt reatmirernt, the impact p~arameter does

rio)t apli lr exPlicitly: however. thre resul ts for a ,In gle elect ron interaction (10 have to be
in tegrat ed over thle velocit *y v, The result niraY be approximated bY thte simple expres-

iiIA-3c u tnd(er tire conrdit ion Ak I7 . . e. 'r lo x 0 2' 10 . Oster 10 also
shows that at lo\% freqtuencies (i.e. .A(. I ) t lie ginrer alI( qin tiii iri- Inli a it (c:a exp1)ress ion
redurces to the classical forniula (.\-3a ) under thre reverse irrertlalit\ T'1' 5 X 10~ /iZ
lB;iil thIese airproxiat ions also involve ire( contdit ion I_- 0,k The region01 In \%hIici a
cla~ssical applroachI, ispermiissilble rniav also be ohl irret lieu ristrAly bYv su bs1 i ut ing an
average velocity v0 VO ( kT tn (1 2 Iithe relation Ze

2 
in%-v1 - h mvt) Observe

th at iii (A.-3 ) we have Init erp~olatedl over tllt cro~ssov er regioni i e . set file si t ching point
at A. = AQ, whtich gives T 8.9 x IOS -2' O)ster sents to feel t hat thtiis hit erl)(lat [in Is
justified,

Fl BV r tr1( s rIr..ift ain iverage vvr tthe iniiqA I tprr..rrtv'r i W I .1 t\.e iiifl vel. . t' -f. the elm-
t rrr
tt An exatintion~r -4 t tie derrv w S I n t -f A- i. jnri .te htit I t ni ii a (h, ie f, r V0  IS1
(2kT, -Yrrr 2 IO Thirs leads te. the rrwqrrritt T K x 10O



EXPRESSIONS FOR vm AND g

A classical treatment of the problem utilizing the transport equations yields ( Ij p
42, 161 p 51-52)

4tref 0r'm i o v -(Ov--)dv (A-7)
3mcw -o w2+1/ (9v

which is valid under the condition (i'). The factor w2/(w2 + Vm) reflects the effects of
correlated collisions ([1] p 29-34, [4] p 257); i.e., condition (iii) is no longer necessary. If
vm may be treated as a constant im' then (A-7) can be integrated by parts to yield lI

2, 2 (A-S)
me .''+

Alternatively, we may define vm as that value for which (A-8) holds in the limit
Applying this definition to (A-7) with 0 the Maxwell distribution yields ('6 p

52-53" and 1) 490)

4 7 - 7r) /2 Z e 41n(A.

3 1- 3 (k T )3 !2  V ' 
.-

Dropping i, in the denominator of (A-8) and substituting (A-9) in that equation, we
arrive at (A-6).

The precise expression for g bears some discussion. In elementarv treatments (cf.
1! and [4) it is simply unity. A very coarse analysis, employing only average quantities.

may be performed as follows: Let V=(kT'/n )i '2 be the average electron speed. L.et r.
the coulomb radius, be the minimum radius to which an electron of average energy can
approach and still escape capture; i.e., Ze r,. m T kT 2. Finally. let the couloni)
cross section bt a = 7rr.2, and L'n = nVa,.. It then follows that

-11rn, '1~e4-trn+ ee
m  ( kT )3 2,11

i.e.,

g, = 3 (3 / 2 7r)'" 2.1 I(-Io)

A more precise treatment, employing transport equations including the W1,,Itzmann
collision term, but nevertheless averaging v,, over the velocity (list ribut ion, yields the
expression (A-9) for i'm, with g given by (112j p 251 and 348, 13i p 258)

t #(v)dv is the electron density for speed v
it Note that, in equation (6 13) of 161, 7 (8kT/m)i/

' (p 52) and In(O37kT (2'3) In( )s'
= (2/3)(r/V3) g, which results in (A-9)

10



g911- In A
ir

v3In 3 (kT)3
/1  (- 1

- r ( Ze3n-,J(-

Note that this A differs from that of (41 on page 418 by a factor of one-half.

Alternatively, deducing im from a comparison of (A-7) and (A-8) in the limit
,,'>v, yields a Gaunt factor with a frequency dependence ([61 p 490, [19]). In particular,
we have (cf. [6] p 490)

V3 2(2kT) 3/ 2

gt - In ^2kT)32  (A- 12)

4-

where -: e~ " 1.781. The same expression for g is found in [71 (p 148) and f10.
We note that these formulae are essentially classical and apply only to temperatures in
the range ([6! p 488, [9], [101)

T <<- 211Z2e4 = 5 x 10'5 for Z = 1. (A-13)

2 h 2k

In the opposite extreme, at, high temperatures, we have ([61 p 491, [91", [101, [141 p 246)
v 4kT

gD - In (A-14)

which must be derived from quantum-mechanical considerations. All of these expres-
sions ( (A-11) through (A-i-1) ) are only valid for frequencies in the region in which the
argument of the logarithm is much greater than one.

The variations in the equations for g tend to be the result of the somewhat arbi-
trary cutoffs involved in the classical approximations: nevertheless, their role can provide

physical insight. For example, !91 provides the less precise expression

v vTkT
In -- , (A-15)

7 Ze2w

which reduces to an expression very close to (A-12) if the thermal velocity vT is taken as
(kT'im)' 2 . Another approximation is to avoid the frequency dependence by replacingw
with 't in (A-12). This leads to

t This can be written ' e" where -Y" is Euler's constant Care should be taken inasmuch as
some references (cf ,7] ) use the notation -y for -t
tt 191 finds AQ-vr(mkT)'/bhw, which requires a value for the electron thermal velocity VT This
differs fr,ni (A-16) by 4/1 781 2 25 in the argument of the logarithm If VT = (kT/m)"/ 2
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v3 In (2kT )3/2
'7 " 1 2Ze 2 "V - (47re2n-)/ / 2

- 3 In .38 (kT)3/(A-16)
f- Ze 3n 1/2

If - is set, equal to one, then this matches (A-il) up to replacement of the factor 3/v-i

. 0.85 by 0.80 . We have adopted (A-12) in conjunction with (A-i) as the most
rigorously derived under conditions (i) - (iv). Note that (A-16) does not reduce to the

Gaunt factor given by Raizer ([11 equation (6.1)) even though the footnote to that equa-

tion might seem to indicate that should be the case. In fact, if we multiply by 2/3 and

introduce the exponent 3/2 inside the logarithm, Raizer's expression becomes

In 8 (kT)31 2 (A-17)
7 3 z 3 2e3 n -1! 2

which differs from the various expressions in the exponent of Z as well as the numerical

coefficients. We do not know whether this expression of Raizer is erroneous; however, it

does yield reasonable results in the region of application. (If T = 15.000 OK and p =
atmospheric pressure, then the electron partial pressure Pe is about 106/2 dynesicm 2 n

= pe/kT - 2.42 x 1017, and we have g - 2.23 for (A-17) while g 1.67 from equation

(A-16).) Most likely (A-17) represents an approximation to the Gaunt factor for optical
frequencies inasmuch as, under those circumstances, Ac ; 1, and (A-12) is unacceptable.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE SAHA EQUATION

To actually compute it, we need, in addition to values for the temperature and fre-

quency, the ion and electron densities n and n-. Both of these may be computed from
the pressure under the appropriate thermodynamic assumlptions. For a perfect gas in
equilibrium (i.e., T, -- T), we have

p,= n~kT

p- n kT (A-18)

P 1),P + p- - Pn,

where p+, p-, and pn are the partial pressures of the ions, electrons and neutrals. We
still have too many unknowns; however, if we assume total ionization, then p" = 0,
n- = Zn+, and (A-6) becomes

67r= 27 r (e /2 cg Zk) -2  
(A-19a)

, 3 in3 /2 c (kT) 7 /2 W 2

167r2 2, 1.1/2  ec) Z 3  p 2

3 3 ni2c(kT)
7/2 (1 + Z) 2 :2
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- 3.77 x 10 29- g Pn (A-I9c)
(1 4 Z)2  (i' 104 )7/ 2  .2

z32

- 0.1_- g Patin (A-1Od)(1 + Z)2 (T/104)71 / (hW') 2

=1.07 x lO Z3 ~V
(1 -, Z)2 (Ti 101) 7

t
2  (A-Ie)

More generally, a gas will exist in various stages of ionization. The particle densi-
ties for a monatomic gas may be described by the Saha equation (!4  p 192-207)

nl,,,,In- -_ u11 l [ T 1 'e j -- n,, kTn. " ) , ee (Ai-20)
irn 11(n 7irh -

where nm is the number density of ions of charge m, n is the number density of elec-
trons, urn is the partition function for the inth ion normalized by the ground state energy
(see i41 equation (3.43)), and I, is the ionization energy to remove the nth electron after
the first m-I have been removed. The particle densities may be related to the partial
pressures and thence to the total pressure; however, solving the resulting set of equations
even for the case of a gas consisting of a single element. can be quite involved. More
specifically, in addition to (A-20), we have

n in
n n,- n (A-21a)

0

n I

n E m n1 , (A-21b)
0

where n is the total number density of particles. Given i, this provides nnax + 2 non-
linear equations in the same number of unknowns.

Things simplify considerably when only one level of ionization is present; i.e., when
n - 0 except for one set of adjacent values. m -- m0 and m - m0 + 1. (Note that

Z -- In,, - 1.) The simplest, and for our purposes most useful, case is when Z 1. + Then
mil = 0, so that, n,, which by definition is nm 0 +, equals n, and n0  n 2n . In terms

of partial pressures the left-hand side of (A-20) may be written

kT po kT (p-2p)

Furthermore. if we let x- - p_/p and approximate the partition functions by the ground

I A brief treitment 4' iniulliplo vI-izattin ly tna t uind in I't,

13



state statistical weights g(m), we get equation (6.47) of 1'

_____ 2~ g~) Irn1,1 (kT )5
/
2 e -IIICT

Tx g(2) 7q, 2J

6.7 x 103 ( (T 104)52 e- kT (A-22)g (0) Patm

These expressions may be combined with (A-6) to give a formula for the absorption

coefficient which (assuming conditions (i'). (ii). (iii). (iv) ) is also valid for weakly ionized

gases:

it, 1.07 x 107 g 2 (A-23
(T 104) 7 '2 

-  Pat, X

Because of the exponential in (A-22), at some temperature depending on 11, the gas,

will experience a sudden rise in the electron partial pressure to its asvrn ptot'ic value.

where x_ - 1/2. More precisely,. solving the quadratic x 2 a(l - 2x), where a is given

by the right-hand side of (A-22), we find that for a -. 1 we have x _ 1, 2. In particu-

lar, for a = 3, x_=0.45. Expressing T in electron volts, letting g 1.9 (1; p 242),

Patm = 1, and taking the logarithm of the right-hand side of (A-22), this translates to

11](6.7 X 103 )  , In( 1.9) In 1ll .161 T,,) - - n( ) (..A-21)

2 (TL 1(3
Then, letting 3 T, I,,. we find

• . 1 n 10 . 8,72+ '5Ilnly . A.-27))
2 2

A sufficient, condition is 3- 5, but taking the ionization potential for air to he

114.4 eV (I1 1) 2,12), we find .3 9.7. Thus. a sufficient condition for the complete
single ionization of air is

T', --- (11),,/9.7 ,> 1.5 eV (A-26)

Note, however, if the temperature rises sufficiently ( 2 to :3 eV ). double ionization \%III

commence. Thus, within the tentperature range 1.5 eV to 2.5 eV. and for frequencies

satisfying (th w) -. 1.5 eV (otherwise we must consider bound-free transitions), we

may use the formulae (A-19) with Z 1.

14



INCLUSION OF BOUND-FREE TRANSITIONS
Formulae for the absorption coefficient which include the effects of both free-fr.e

and bound-free transitions are derived semiclassically in 414. As described there ( .1 p
266), the results are reasonably accurate in a more general setting. We note that in their

m(m+ 1
derivation of (5.34) and also (5.41), a factor of 2 g (M) has been replaced bY I (a rea-

sonablY good approximation). We reintroduce this factor and an additJonal flCtor.
designated c(.!), which is sinply designed to indicate a quantum-mechanical correction
(When free-free transitions dominate, (w) reduces to the Gaunt factor g See 'I. p 2-11-
2.12.) Under these circumstances, we may write ([4] p 278)

K,. - _ , (A-27)
Iii

\% h e re

'2 g1 '' 1) |* nm -

K,'.T - a (n I l) - e F',x) ( ') (A-28a)

and
li,2  e 6

0.J96 x 10 cnI (leg (A-28b)
3V '3 hck 2

y, I,,,. 1 'kT, x II.' kT (A-2Nc)

I+:, x ,,,(.\-2Sdl I

Note tll;it Y., Is x , of -1 lhe ion ilensitW,, are determiinld lroii (.k-20) and (.\-21
"'he' :it)sorption coeffii(.iit /. is given Iv uhstit riling (A-27) in (A- I + \% hi( h i(-rult-, th,.
eItt its of st ,in ili; d (' tiisli .

Several observations are in order: First, we note that the inequalities In (:A-2 %dl
should actually read -< <" and -> _" since the formulae are al)proxiniations derived
under these assumptions [41. The point at which the two expressions are equal is actu-
ally x ln(2y,,,) v,, but this occurs quite close to x v,,. Second. it assu inp tirun
was made in the derivation of (A-28) that the ions may be modeled as If hd rugen-ike
atoms with charges of Z; this may not. always be accurate ('f :1 275) Also, we remark
that, in the derivation of (A-28), [4J sums the contributions from the free-free transitions,

t This really should be the ratio of the ion partition inctions u(mt , but it h,.s been appi,,xtimated
by the rti,, of the statistical weights ,,f the ground states
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and the bound-free transitions. Although the expression for the free-free transitions is
only valid for hw << kT, its contribution for hiw > kT is negligible. Thus, (A-28)
remains a valid approximation under quite general conditions; i.e., so long as >2 p
and w >> i m .

If we consider the case of single-level ionization with m 0 (i.e., kT << I1) and
frequencies for which l'iw << I1, then (A-28) reduces to the Kramers-Unsold formula,

16ir2 ek ) no T -(llt )/kT ewakX)

= 3v__- (O ) 2g( 0)T--. (I - e (A-29a)

6.28 x 10-2°.o(o) 2 gl) noT e(I -tw)/kT (1 - e - w/kT) . (A-29b)
g(0 ) (-h) 3

Observe that the conditions for the validity of (A-29) may be written

(a) kT < < II
(b) 'h w < < I ,,

which is less stringent, that (i). Since Z = in + 1 - 1 and nj n = n 2, we have

)o no

(kT)2 njn_

x_2p no

(kT)2 nin

[sing this expression and substituting (A-20) into (A-29), we find

16r 2e6  2 r . ) 2 1 e b- kT (A-30a)
:3v'3 hck 0km ( ' T , 2

x P:

0. 1 x 7 Paim i (eh: kT I) . (A-301)
(T 104).5;r2 3lLs

with x, computed via (A-22).

Note that, up to the edge correction eliAw/kT, (A-30b) matches equation (6.46) of I1.
Also. for --- kT and x 1 '2. (A-30b) reduces to (A-19d) with Z 1. Finally, we

remark that in comparison with (A-291), (6.15) of 11 seems to be lacking a factor of two.
This occurs even if we set the factor C0 (-,) (which for our purposes is actually close to
two) equal to one.
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